
This report looks at the following areas:

•• The impact of COVID-19 on consumer behaviour and the car retailing
market

•• How the market will reshape post-COVID-19
•• Consumers’ major initial car price consulting channels online and offline
•• Consumers’ acceptance of online car purchasing and preferences towards

different platforms
•• How offline channels could do better to retain consumers against the

growing threat of online

Volume sales for the Chinese new passenger car market were in decline for the
second consecutive year in 2019 and the impact of COVID-19 worsened sales
further in the first quarter of 2020. There had already been signs of increasing
car marketing and retailing activities to online platforms before the onset of
COVID-19, however the resultant market turmoil caused by lockdowns has sped
up the digital transformation of automotive retailing landscape.

As more channels to car buying become available, traditional dealerships can
overcome these challenges to their competitiveness by strengthening their
expertise and customised services. Online retailing, ranging from car brand
direct sale websites to car e-commerce platforms, will be increasingly
accepted if they better meet consumer expectations. Mintel predicts that the
car retailing landscape in China will become increasingly fragmented and
evolve into different business models.
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“COVID-19 has put a
temporary pause on the car
retailing industry during the
lockdown period. Car brands
and consumers have become
more aware of the necessity
and potential of online
retailing. The expertise of
sales personnel should be
strengthened in order for
offline dealers to offer
accurate information and
make the buying process feel
tailored to the individual.” –
Terence Zhou, Senior
Research Analyst
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• The market
• New passenger car market was in reverse for the second

consecutive year in 2019 and was worsened by COVID-19
Figure 1: Sales volume of new passenger cars and used cars,
2014-19

• New passenger car market will plunge to its lowest level in
2020 with slow recovery in the next four years
Figure 2: Forecast of new passenger cars sales volume
(adjusted for COVID-19), 2014-24

• Impact of COVID-19 on car retailing
• COVID-19 is accelerating the digitalisation in car retailing

market
Figure 3: Short-, medium- and long-term impact of COVID-19
on car retailing, May 2020

• Competitive Strategies
• Car manufacturers are rethinking their official websites to

build transparency
• E-commerce platforms innovate with test drive experiences
• The consumer
• More than half consider buying a car online after they have

seen in-store
Figure 4: Acceptance of online auto purchase, March 2020

• Offline car dealers are still the major channel for initial
price checks
Figure 5: Initial contact of price consulting, March 2020

• Expertise and accurate information can boost offline
experience
Figure 6: Aspects for offline to do better, March 2020

• Opportunity to attract more online car buyers by addressing
aftersales warranty
Figure 7: Attitudes towards car retailing, by monthly household
income, March 2020

• Online channels have the best chance to succeed by
delivering transparency and convenience
Figure 8: Potential services for online channels, March 2020
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• Brands’ retailing websites are favoured by conservative
consumers
Figure 9: Preference for online car retailing platforms, by
online car purchasing attitudes, March 2020

• What we think

Figure 10: Short-, medium- and long-term impact of
COVID-19 on Car Retailing, May 2020

• Opportunities and Threats
• Disruption in offline retailing means opportunities in online

retailing
• Imported brands are facing difficulties, while car brands

with domestic production lines show resilience
• Weak performers will be fading out
• Impact on the market
• What we’ve seen so far
• New passenger car market will start to recover from 2021

due to the demand for safer transportation
Figure 11: Forecast of volume sales of new passenger cars,
China, 2014-24
Figure 12: forecast of new passenger cars sales volume
(adjusted for COVID-19), 2014-24

• Shifts in consumer behaviour
• Consumers are becoming more realistic about affordability

Figure 13: Economic outlook, May 2020
• Price sensitivity is rising but demands don’t necessarily

shrink
Figure 14: Ways of controlling spending – First choice, June
2020

• Growing expectation for brand with assuring aftersales
service
Figure 15: Attitudes towards car retailing, March 2020

• How the crisis will affect key consumer segments
• Demand for cars remains strong among consumers with

stable employment
Figure 16: Ways of controlling spending on cars, by company
type, June 2020

• Consumers with middle and high household income are
asking for better services
Figure 17: Can and cannot of offline channels, by monthly
household income, March 2020

• How a COVID-19 recession will reshape the industry

THE IMPACT OF COVID-19 ON CAR RETAILING
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• Domestic production becomes for paramount for car brands
• Impact on the marketing mix
• Direct retailing mode is pushing more transparency in car

prices
• Online display and marketing are in the leading trend
• Offline channels are transforming into maintenance and

lifestyle centres
• COVID-19: China context

Figure 18: Accumulative confirmed cases of COVID-19 in
China, January to May 2020
Figure 19: Status of returning to work, China, March and May
2020

• Consolidating different brands in the same exhibition hall
• The facts
• The implications
• Building long-term relationships with consumers through

service
• The facts
• The implications
• Selling online, car life offline
• The facts
• The implications

• Negative growth to continue for new passenger car market
- used car market is more promising

• Policies and consumers attitudes towards car consumption
are strong - infrastructure lagging behind

• Used car sale making up the decline in the new passenger
car market

• Total car sales slow - used cars maintain momentum
Figure 20: The sales of new passenger car sales and used
car sales, 2014-19

• Total car sales expected to recover slowly in the next five
years
Figure 21: Forecast of total car retailing sales volume
(adjusted for COVID-19), 2014-24

ISSUES AND INSIGHTS

THE MARKET – WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW

MARKET SIZE AND FORECAST
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• New passenger car sales expected to plummet in 2020 -
slow recovery in the next five years
Figure 22: Forecast of new passenger car retailing sales
volume (adjusted for COVID-19), 2014-24

• Used cars sales are going to be an important impetus for
the growth of total car retailing market in the next five
years
Figure 23: Forecast of used car retailing sales volume
(adjusted for COVID-19), 2014-24

• Intense launch of beneficial policies
• New policies released to stabilise and expand automotive

consumption
• New energy cars are exempt from vehicle purchase tax

from 2021 to 2022
• Consumers’ strong purchasing intention for safer transport

method
• Car-related infrastructure still lagging behind
• The number of parking lot is still behind the size of

registered car numbers
• The number charging facilities for NEVs is still far behind

the size of NEV

• Traditional car dealers are embracing the online trend
• E-commerce platforms helping brands to digest long-

period stocks in lower tier cities

• Out of their comfort zone: car brands establish their own
online retailing channels that demonstrate final price
Figure 24: Online retail store of SAIC Volkswagen
Figure 25: Online retail store of FAW Volkswagen

• Test drives offered on e-commerce platforms
Figure 26: Taobao test drive
Figure 27: Range Rover test drive on taobao

• E-commerce platforms are sinking aftersales services and
long-period stock into lower tier cities
Figure 28: JD auto supermarket

• Autonomous Couriers

MARKET SEGMENTS

MARKET FACTORS

KEY PLAYERS – WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW

COMPETITIVE STRATEGIES

WHO’S INNOVATING?
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Figure 29: Autonomous vehicles
• Car-to-Door

Figure 30: Nissan door-to-door service
• Take a Ride with Me

• Online car retailing still faces barriers from industry customs
and consumers habits

• Customisation and cross-category service to boost the
offline experience

• Improving transparency and aftersales assurance the
ultimate goal for online channels

• More than half of surveyed consumers are willing to
purchase cars online after checking on site
Figure 31: Acceptance of online auto purchase, March 2020

• Consumers have distinct attitudes on purchasing large items
online but have blurry thoughts with purchasing small items
online
Figure 32: Acceptance of online auto purchase - buying
directly online without checking physically, by acceptance of
online auto purchase, March 2020

• Consumers’ online car purchasing preference differs by
their income levels but not city tiers
Figure 33: Monthly household income and city tiers, by
acceptance of online auto purchase - car, March 2020

• Consumers who check cars online are influencing more
people around them to purchase cars after COVID-19
Figure 34: Attitudes towards car retailing, by selected
demographics, March 2020

• Walking into car dealers remains the common form of initial
contact for price
Figure 35: Initial contact of price consulting, March 2020

• Potential online car buyers utilise online channels to consult
on price
Figure 36: Initial contact of price consulting, by acceptance
of online auto purchase, March 2020

• Online channels are mostly used by first car buyers
Figure 37: Initial contact of price consulting, by type of car
ownership, March 2020

THE CONSUMER – WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW

ACCEPTANCE OF ONLINE AUTO PURCHASE

INITIAL CONTACT OF PRICE CONSULTING
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• Car zones and shopping malls reach young consumers with
convenience
Figure 38: Initial contact of price consulting, by age, March
2020

• Quality of information is more important than quantity for
direct online buyers
Figure 39: Attitudes towards car retailing, by selected
demographics, March 2020

• Offline channels can deliver on convenience when price
transparency isn’t feasible
Figure 40: Aspects for offline to do better, March 2020

• Offline should provide more customisation and cross-
category services to retain online buyers
Figure 41: Aspects for offline to do better, by acceptance of
online auto purchase, March 2020

• Customised and experiential services are still more
applicable offline
Figure 42: Aspects for offline to do better, by car purchasing
budget, March 2020

• Customisation works more efficiently for lower tier cities
Figure 43: Aspects for offline to do better, by city tiers, March
2020

• Sales service attitude outweighs over in-store environment
Figure 44: Attitudes towards car retailing, by selected
demographics, March 2020

• Most consumers are willing to pay more on car price for
longer period service of repair and maintenance
Figure 45: Attitudes towards car retailing, by selected
demographics, March 2020

• Transparency and convenience are the top strengths of
online channels
Figure 46: Potential services for online channels, March 2020

• Expectation towards extra aftersales services is high among
potential online buyers
Figure 47: Potential services for online channels, by
acceptance of online auto purchase, March 2020

• Consumers with higher budgets ask more for customisation
online, while low-budget consumers care more about
aftersales service

ASPECTS FOR OFFLINE CHANNELS TO DO BETTER

POTENTIAL SERVICES FOR ONLINE CHANNELS
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Figure 48: Potential services for online channels, by car
purchasing budget, March 2020

• Free refund in 7 days makes great difference among
potential online buyers
Figure 49: Attitudes towards car retailing, by selected
demographics, March 2020

• The fight between brands’ websites and third-party e-
commerce platforms
Figure 50: Preference for online car retailing platforms, by
online car purchasing attitudes, March 2020

• Consumers’ interest in specialised e-commerce platforms
rises with budget
Figure 51: Preference for online car retailing platforms, by car
purchasing budget, March 2020

• First-time car buyers trust the official channels the most
Figure 52: Preference for online car retailing platforms, by
age, March 2020

• Official events play an important and effective role in
convincing and engaging potential online buyers
Figure 53: Attitudes towards car retailing, by selected
demographics, March 2020

Figure 54: The sales volume of new passenger cars and used
cars, 2014-24

Figure 55: The sales volume of new passenger cars, 2014-24
Figure 56: The sales volume of used cars, 2014-24

• Methodology
• Abbreviations

PREFERENCE FOR ONLINE CAR RETAILING PLATFORMS

APPENDIX – MARKET SIZE AND FORECAST

APPENDIX – MARKET SEGMENTATION

APPENDIX – METHODOLOGY AND ABBREVIATIONS
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About Mintel
Mintel is the expert in what consumers want
and why. As the world’s leading market
intelligence agency, our analysis of
consumers, markets, product innovation and
competitive landscapes provides a unique
perspective on global and local economies.
Since 1972, our predictive analytics and
expert recommendations have enabled our
clients to make better business decisions faster

Our purpose is to help businesses and people
grow. To find out how we do that, visit
mintel.com.
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